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SYSTEMS DESIGN & INSTALLATIONS 

SYSTEMS DESIGN & LAY OUT 

Recognizing the desire of many customers to purchase an integrated material handling system from one 
source, rather than purchase discrete pieces of equipment from multiple vendors and then try to make 
them work together, The Eagle Group offers turnkey material handling systems offering efficient and 
cost effective solutions for clients in the dry, bulk material handling industries. Eagle has realized that 

sometimes lowest price isn’t always the lowest cost, With the 
expertise we have in the material handling industry, we add the 
consultative value to the customer relationship. Not just selling 
you commodity hardware items, but helping you find the right 
solution—that is truly cost effective. 
 
Eagle has the total capability to provide customers with a total 
solution: design, engineering, fabrication, installation, and after 
installation customer support. Since Eagle provides complete 
turnkey solutions, we are able to act as a single source contrac-
tor and take total responsibility for the success of the material 
handling system and the project. The Eagle Group, Ltd. Has a 
proven record of creative and innovative ideas that provide the 
most efficient and economical solutions to customer-specific 
requirements. 
 
Projects may involve storage vessels/tanks/hoppers, loading 
and unloading bulk containers, mechanical and pneumatic con-
veying, process controls and communications to PLC’s or other 
factory systems as well as auxiliary items such as valves, sen-



OUR EXTENSIVE SERVICES INCLUDE: 
• SYSTEM Analysis 
• Detailed Timely Proposals 
• System Design 
• In-House Application Engineering 
• Fabrication of High Quality Equipment 
• Professional Project Management 
• Installations by our expert in-house crews 
• Post-installation Customer Support & Training 
 
OUR WIDE RANGE OF PRODUCTS INCLUDE: 
• Mixing & Blending Equipment 
• Transfer Equipment 
• Bulk Storing Equipment 
• Portable Storing Equipment 
• Conveying Line Equipment 
• Compactors 
• Crumblers & Crushers 
• Custom Platforms & Mezzanines 
• Railcar Loading & Unloading Equipment 
• Truck Load Out Structures 
• System Line Components 
• Loaders & Unloaders 
• Drying Equipment 
• Plastics Recycling Equipment 
• As well as our specially designed equipment 

that provides unique features which comple-
ment our material handling designs & your 
needs! 

Our material handling systems are 
based on working closely with our  
clients and applying our skills and  
expertise to their individual  
requirements. As a result, every one of 
our system designs are unique —
designed to meet a client’s specific  
objectives in the most efficient and 
economical way, Our expertise also 
enables us to deliver an operational 
system in a short time frame for those 
customers that require “speed to  
market”. 
 
The success of our projects is due in 
large part to the way we handle our 
Project Management & System  
Design. The way we handle these 
items is what sets us apart from our 
competition. 



The proper initial design of your company’s  
system will result in superior system operation. Eagle 
can offer a system design that will meet your  
company’s present needs, as well as off flexibility for 
future expansions. We are skilled in a variety of  
system types and are experienced in selecting the 
proper system solution for your company’s needs. 

From the smallest of projects to an entire 
plant conveying and storage system, The 
Eagle Group has the capability to manage 
and implement your complete material  
handling needs. 
 
Eagle has over half a century’s experience 
in bulk material handling solutions, and  
allows you to benefit from our knowledge. 
Eagle knows how to design, fabricate, install 
and maintain our systems. Eagle’s  
knowledgeable staff allows us to offer  
central control sequencing and inventory 
monitoring systems. 
 
The Eagle Group, Ltd. can design your  
system, supply all of the storage, transfer, 
conveying and monitoring equipment. Eagle 
offers installations of these systems by our 
in-house installation crew. This allows your 
company the ability to have only one contact to 
satisfy all of your bulk material handling needs, 
Eagle’s breadth of services allows us to accept 
complete responsibility and insure your  
satisfaction. 

INSTALLATIONS BY IN-HOUSE INSTALLATION CREWS 
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THE EAGLE GROUP, LTD. 

The Eagle Group, Ltd. has the ability 
to handle system installation.  A  
project manager oversees and  
instructs the complete project,  
ensuring a proper, timely installation 
and timely installation and efficient 
operation. 
 
Eagle is able to supply all necessary 
support for your system. We can  
design, supply, install, repair, and 
maintain your system. We supply 
parts and service on a variety of 
makes and models of  equipment 

and accessories. 
 
Eagle’s ability to optimize your system comes from years of experience in the bulk 
material handling business. Eagle can optimize your system to save you energy 
costs, reduce man-hours, time spent on maintenance, simplify operations and pro-
vide a reliable system. Optimization involves ensuring that each piece of equip-
ment in the system is working properly and each component is tuned to work effi-
ciently with all parts of the system. 
 


